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COPYRIGHT

This package was debianized by Blake Barnett <shadoi@soulmachine.net> on Sat, 28 Nov 2004 14:26:46 
-0700.

The source code is from the e17/apps/e module of the enlightenment CVS tree. For more information, see:

http://enlightenment.org/viewvc/

Upstream Author: Carsten Haitzler <raster@rasterman.com>

Copyright:
Copyright (C) 2000 Carsten Haitzler and various contributors (see   AUTHORS)

License:
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated 
documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation 
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, 
and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies of the Software, its 
documentation  and  marketing  &  publicity  materials,  and  acknowledgment  shall  be  given  in  the 
documentation, materials and software packages that this Software was used.

THE  SOFTWARE  IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS",  WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF  ANY  KIND,  EXPRESS  OR  IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT 
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR 
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

    On Debian systems, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in 
    '/usr/share/common-licenses/BSD'.

The Debian packaging is:
(C) 2006 2007,Debian Pkg-e Team <pkg-e-devel@lists.alioth.debian.org> and is licensed under the GPL, 
see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

mailto:pkg-e-devel@lists.alioth.debian.org
mailto:pkg-e-devel@lists.alioth.debian.org
mailto:pkg-e-devel@lists.alioth.debian.org
http://enlightenment.org/viewvc/


WHAT IS ENLIGHTENMENT?

Some people affectionately refer to Enlightenment as E because typing or saying the whole word is a bit of a 
mouthful. Early in its history, which began back in 1996, E was just a Window Manager for X11.

Since then, E has now become much more. In the process of building the next generation of the window 
manager, we have created a suite of libraries for doing data storage and retrieval, scene-graph rendering 
with  a  canvas,  theme  encapsulation,  compiling  and  demand-loading,  event  loop,  inter-process 
communication,  freedesktop.org specification handling, virtual machines, video codec abstractions, widget 
sets, and more.

This is in addition to the window manager and utilities and apps. There is even a prototype media center 
that uses the same libraries that E is being built on, as a demonstration of how powerful the back-end is.

We also do not only target desktops, but also work on old systems and embedded environments, with our 
libraries made to be lean and fast, so even the most limited of systems can enjoy some eye-candy.
For more information about what we do please see our About page.

Currently Enlightenment 0.17 (known as E17) is under development with a TODO list that is being worked 
on for release. The base libraries it depends on EFL (Enlightenment Foundation Libraries) are very mature 
and stable. There are other applications that use these too. E17 itself is primarily available via CVS.

But despite this, the stable release of Enlightenment (the 0.16 series) is still alive and maintained. It is not 
dead and does undergo feature adds, fixes and improvements. 

Enlightenment Foundation Libraries

In developing DR17 it was made clear that we needed an entirely new set of libraries and tools. Raster had 
a bold vision of what was possible and where he wanted the next release to go, starting with Imlib2 and 
EVAS, and eventually growing into new libraries largely based on or around EVAS. It became clear that the 
usefulness of these libraries and tools went far beyond the DR17 release itself, just as Imlib did in DR16. 
Thus the collective library back-end of DR17 was given the independent title: the Enlightenment Foundation 
Libraries, or EFL for short.

The EFL contains solutions for almost any graphical interface task, far beyond just rendering images. EVAS 
provides a highly optimized canvas library. Ecore provides a simple and modular abstraction interface and 
advanced event management including timers. Etox provides a complex text layout library complete with 
theme-able text stylization capabilities (previously Estyle).  EDB provides a compact database format for 
intuitive and easy configuration management, including the storing of binaries. EET provides an integrated 
and flexible container that ends the traditions of providing themes in tarballs. Edje provides a revolutionary 
library and tool set for completely abstracting application interfaces from their code, including a complex 
and flexible method of designing interfaces. EWL provides a complete widget library built on all the other 
components of the EFL. And more! 
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Enlightenment
Version 0,17,0

Enlightenment is a Window Manager for X11. This is the 
latest incarnation of code of the Enlightenment window 
manager (often referred to in short as WM). This WM is 
built  on  the  EFL  (Enlightenment  Foundation  Libraries) 
that have been worked on very hard over the last few 
years.
These libraries provide a sound base on which to build 
the WM and related tools, utilities, and applications.

Right now if you are just a "user" this code is NOT for 
you. You're on your own.
If you are a developer wanting to work on the code - 
read  on.  But  first  we  should  take  a  break  for  some 
history...

A Brief History of Time... err Enlightenment

In the past E has undergone 1 major rewrite since release DR (Development Release) 0.1. This rewrite 
occurred for DR 0.14). DR 0.17 heralds another major rewrite. We have to be honest here. The reason 
for this is the fact that we got lazy. Design went out the window in favor of quick fixes and fast features. 
Too many people worked on the code with too little care and attention to detail. Large design mistakes 
were made, that to undo would be paramount to half a rewrite. Patches were accepted without taking 
care to look at them in detail, clean them or even reject them if not “well done” enough for E's code. 
Thus the decision was made to fix things once and for all and split things up, have well defined interfaces 
(the EFL library API's) and clean and consistent code and naming schemes. No it's not perfect - probably 
it will never be, but we are trying. It is a massive improvement over anything Enlightenment had before, 
and we are proud enough to probably say it's some of the better API's and code of any available in the 
world or used in any application or WM. It's not the best, but it's pretty good. In doing this rewrite and 
split, we aim to not make those mistakes again that happened before DR 0.17.0.

With Enlightenment and EFL's massive break-up into smaller sized chunks, many users will  complain 
about “how hard it is to install” because there are so many libraries and inter-dependencies to handle. 
We believe this  is  not  our  job,  but  the job of  a package  management system to handle.  We have 
documented the dependencies for people to follow, but if anything, we aim to split things up more to 
make maintenance, in the long term, an easier task. So in an effort to avoid them, Here is a quick style 
and design guide for working on this code. Please follow it, and if what you want to do doesn't fit in, 
please discuss it first. Discuss your designs on the e-devel (enlightemment-devel@lists.sourceforge.net) 
mailing list. Make your code consistent and easy to follow - make it follow the style of the rest in function 
naming, variable naming, access functions etc. Use existing infrastructures - or extend them cleanly as 
needed. Just because an infrastructure or system doesn't provide an accessor or way of doing something 
does NOT mean you can't or chouldn't add it. Choose a clean “correct” implementation over a nasty hack, 
all the time. You get the idea. Now, on to the style guide.

Enlightenment Stylin' straight from the top of ma dome

Firstly  comes  naming.  All  functions  are  name  spaced.  The  EFL  libraries  begin  with 
library_something_something.  It  is  object  oriented  naming  so  you  will  have 
system_subsystem_subsystem_object_verb()  as  a  name.  For  example:  e_config_load()  or 
e_border_move() etc. All functions are all lower-case with underscores between "words". All functions 
that are accessed outside a file must have a prototype in the file's header. All files have their code file 
(e_file.c)  and a header (e_file.h).  The main "master" header (e.h) includes all  the smaller  ones. All 
functions  within  that  file  are  the  same  name  as  the  file.  i.e.  e_frog.c  contains  functions  called 
e_frog_something().  All  internal functions only used within that file should be declared as static  and 
should begin with an underscore. i.e. _e_frog_something(). All "local" globals (global to that file only) 
should be declared static and beginning with _e_frog just like functions. 



All static local functions should be at the end of the file. All static function prototypes should be first at 
the top of each file. 
All static local variables should come next, then followed by the accessible functions. Any system that has 
"state" should have an init and shutdown function. The init and shutdown functions should be called from 
e_main.c during startup and shutdown of the WM. It is encouraged that even systems that do not have 
state have an init and shutdown call pair, just in case in future they will gain state internally.

Any system that returns objects (allocated structures) should probably use the E_Object system as a 
parent. See examples on its use in the code. E_Object provides a simple object wrapper with reference 
counting,  object  pointer  and type  checking  and  safety  that  should,  runtime,  trap  a  lot  of  potential 
problems and let the programmer know about them. Use the object type checking macros for checking if 
an object passed into a function as a parameter is a valid object.

Keep to the indentation and spacing style thats there - it makes it easier to read if all the code matches. 
All functions called as "callbacks" should be called _e_system_cb_something. The "cb" denotes that that 
function may get called by other code, maybe unpredictably, at any time in response to an event, timer, 
or something mostly out of the control of the program itself. Functions such as the free function for an 
object aren't the same kind of callback, since they are predictable and controllable, so they do not get 
"cb" in their name.

So that's the quick rundown on basic coding style. More will likely be added to this list, but the best way 
to put it all is "look at what's there and follow the same style".

Tree Layout

The E17 source tree is well structured, with a location for everything. In the top-level directory you will 
find a src directory that is the master directory for all the C source code for the WM and components. You 
will also find a doc and data directories. The doc directory contains all documentation (this document for 
example).

The data directory contains all cross-platform data needed for the WM to run as well as a basic default 
theme that it also needs to run. Currently the default theme is not complete at all and is no indication of 
Enlightenments final look when it is released. It is only just enough to make it work and demonstrate an 
example of how to make a theme. There is also other data used for things like low-level error dialogs 
(used for example if the theme doesn't work) as well as a default font and other system data such as 
data for the splash screen displayed while Enlightenment starts up.

The src directory contains 3 main repositories of code. They are bin, lib and modules. The bin directory 
contains all the source code for the WM itself and any primary executables it uses during execution. The 
modules directory contains all plug-in modules that E17 can load and unload dynamically at runtime, 
allowing the WM to be extended even after it has been compiled and installed by users, other developers 
or by the E development team itself. These modules are intended to provide clean modular boundaries 
for certain features of Enlightenment too, so if a feature isn't used it doesn't have to use any resources at 
all. Each module lives in its own subdirectory with the code and special module specific data like images, 
Edje .eet files etc. that are specific to that module. See further on for more information on modules.

Design Ethos

As for design, Enlightenment doesn't strictly follow a conservative WM design. It does some things quite 
differently, with the aim of providing more features with simpler internal design to achieve more features 
with  more  solidity  than  a  conservative  design.  An  example  of  this  is  the  fact  that  E17  does  away 
completely with the root window and puts all managed windows within a virtual root. Virtual roots are 
valid to be used in WM's but are rarely used and many client applications are badly written to hunt for 
windows on the screen ASSUMING there is no virtual root. These are bugs in the respective applications 
(some of which are: Mozilla,  xwininfo,  xprop, xkill)  which when searching for an application window 
should walk the window tree correctly. The reason for Enlightenment to adopt virtual roots is not to make 
users annoyed or force application developers to change their code, but to allow certain things to be done 
much more efficiently. A virtual root allows the WM to scroll windows seamlessly and all in sync by using 
window gravity and resizing of the virtual root container. It also allows the WM to simulate different 
resolutions very easily since it can control the virtual root window, which is not normally possible to do 
with the real root window.



Containers

Container objects create their own windows to CONTAIN managed window frames, the desktop window 
(the desktop background is actually just a big window that is always kept below all frame windows that 
contains a canvas for displaying the desktop background and all desktop objects such as a launcher bar, 
file icons, etc. etc.). The Container is responsible for holding this together and also managing a list of 
“obscuring” objects that fully obscure the desktop canvas, so it can help optimize drawing to the desktop 
canvas by avoiding to draw parts of the desktop background canvas that cannot be seen at all. This list is 
also used to draw soft drop shadows on the desktop canvas by the Dropshadow module. The Container 
object managed the desktop background,  which is  actually  a complete EDJE object.  This  may seem 
strange as a simple JPEG or PNG or GIF may be enough, but by using an EDJE object for the background, 
the desktop wallpaper can be animated, react to events and input, scale intelligently (not just “stretch” or 
“tile”), where the desktop wallpaper designer can specify what elements of the wallpaper scale, align, 
where and how, if they tile, overlay, underlay each other, and how.

Currently the Container only responds to configuration change events to change the background, which 
needs to be a path to an Edje .eet file that contains a Edje group of the key “desktop/background”. It will 
load this group, if present in the file, as the background. What it needs is a configuration tool that can 
browse the filing system and directories for .eet files that are like this, display thumbnails and previews, 
allow a user to select a new background and maybe specify if the background file should change between 
different virtual desktops (which are currently not implemented), and also be able to browse normal 
JPEG, PNG etc. files and “import” them into a users wallpaper database (a directory of wallpaper .eet 
files) and thus convert into a Edje .eet file, which now retains the scaling, tiling and other preferences the 
user  selected within  the file.  The user  can now give  this  file  to  others  and it  will  retain  the  same 
information, without them needing to know if the wallpaper needs to tile as a pattern, stretch etc.

The desktop canvas is also shared by many modules that may display things like battery meters, cpu 
load, launcher bars, drop shadows etc. on the desktop background. The desktop canvas lets this be a bit 
more organized than it would be with a “free for all” drawing to the root window under more conservative 
WM's.

Borders

Borders are the frame outside an application window that is controlled by the WM and that holds the 
application window within, and allows users to move, resize, shade, lower, close and otherwise control 
windows. This is currently buggy and not very useful and needs work in combination with the Manager 
system.

Menus

Enlightenment has its own Menu widget code to allow for highly themable menus that match your WM's 
theme. These menus are intended to act as ways to launch programs, select actions to perform with 
context sensitive menus and to provide basic on/off and option select options for simple enabling and 
disabling of features of states on objects. The menu code is fairly solid, but incomplete. It is efficient, 
able to let the user navigate with the keyboard, mouse wheel or mouse. It currently needs work to 
support shaped menu windows, be able to add, delete and modify menu items while the item is still 
realized, and a set of other things listed in the TODO list at the top of the e_menu.c source file.

Modules

Modules are a new and powerful way to extend E17 by being able to load and execute code during 
runtime  that  may  be  shipped  with  E17  or  even  developed  after  installation  as  enhancements  and 
additions. This system still needs work in the configuration department, knowing what modules to load 
and not load, if they are to be enabled once they are loaded etc. It is possible to have “dormant” modules 
that are loaded but not enabled. They will  use memory and resources for the module entry and the 
binary executable code loaded into memory, but nothing else. An enabled module will also use resources 
for objects, images, etc. etc.



Dropshadow Module

This module demonstrates the Container shape system allowing a module to monitor obscuring shapes in 
a container. This lets the module, in this case, draw soft shadows under these obscuring shapes. It is a 
fairly simple module and also demonstrates a module that has no visible elements on the screen you can 
click on or control directly with the mouse or keyboard. It could do with some optimization work with the 
blur algorithm, like clipping out the obscuring shape entirely from the blurring algorithm, and perhaps 
finding a way of blurring using a Gaussian blur that is faster.

IBar Module

The IBar module is a template for doing a “launcher panel” in E17. It allows the user to manage a list of 
frequently used applications to go into the IBar's panel. It is an attempt to unify the configuration of 
“bars” in E17 so if  a user changes launcher bar modules, they can retain at least most of the basic 
configuration, like what applications are in the bar, and so-on. The IBar has some unique characteristics 
allowing a lot of applications to be held in a small bar, by having it auto-scroll on mouse over to the 
desired location in the list. It uses the Application interface to fetch a list of applications and monitor this 
list for changes on disk. The IBar also allows itself to be resized and dragged around the edges of the 
screen, set to fill a edge, auto-size to fit its contents, or be a fixed size.

It needs work to be done on auto hide and auto show, so on an auto show it could signal other parts of 
E17, for example, to slide all windows out of the way, or other such features. It needs work to display 
application names, descriptions and other such information as well. It also needs to support the icon size 
changing on the fly as well as saving and loading its configuration, On of the largest pieces of work is to 
support subdirectories in the bar's application list. How best to do this is still up in the air. For now this 
isn't supported.

Test Module

This is just a test module for playing with new module features. It will not make its way into a final E17 
release, but can be used as a bare skeleton for building a new module.

Applications

This subsystem is responsible for being able to list applications held in E17 specific application directories. 
This system can inform other parts of E17 and modules of changes, such as an application being deleted 
or added, its name or icon changed, the order of applications in a directory changing, an application 
being executed or displaying its window, or finishing execution. It can share the application lists between 
multiple systems to save RAM and CPU and I/O in loading them multiple times.

It may be of surprise to find E17 is not loading the XML, .desktop entries etc. etc. than KDE and GNOME 
use. In all honesty that system is a little overcomplicated and hard to keep up with. It also is not as 
robust as E17's system. With E17's system the images for the icons are within the application file. They 
cannot be separately deleted. Also using an Edje .eet file for the application entry allows for fully scalable 
and animated icons as well, with excellent compression abilities. The intent is to have external tools that 
can import and create such files FROM existing system databases of applications and monitor these for 
changes, reflecting those changes in Enlightenments application directories.

IPC

IPC (inter process communication) is provided in E17 as a mechanism for another application to send 
commands and requests to Enlightenment and receive responses with information. This mechanism is 
intended to allow external utilities to be written and ask Enlightenment to do things via a communications 
channel built into the WM. E17 uses the Ecore IPC system to do this. So far it support no commands at 
all, but will accept clients connecting. Many commands need to be implemented here, such as being able 
to ask E17 to load or unload a module, change background, change focus mode, theme, restart etc.



Objects

This provides a basic Object Oriented handling system for E17. Any major “object” in E17 should use this 
system  for  handling  reference  counting,  destruction  and  creation  of  objects,  as  it  provides  safety 
mechanisms to check if an object has accidentally been destroyed and still  has a pointer to it, keep 
references on objects intact etc. This should be used as much as possible,  as well as the macros it 
provides for checking on entry points into subsystem functions etc.

Pointers

This subsystem handles setting of X mouse cursors in an abstract fashion. In theory E just looks at a 
cursor as RGBA pixel data. In future Ecore will be expanded to be able to set full color cursors in X as 
well as monochrome versions of them. Currently it is very simplistic loading a fixed PNG as a cursor. This 
needs to be improved.

Box

This is a basic Evas Smart Object that acts as a horizontal or vertical box layout container. It needs more 
features for layout, like better non homogeneous layout. This is a handy object that is sued by menus 
and the IBar module for starters.

Icons

This is an Evas Smart Object that creates a icon display object That handles scaling the icon sensibly 
within the object bounds, so the application doesn't have to handle trying to retain aspect ratio for the 
object. This is a simple smart object and indicative of possibly more in future to go into E17's code to 
save time and effort.

Paths

This helps E17 find files in a list of paths/directories. There isn't a lot to say about this except that it 
works and may need some minimal expansion in future.

User Information

This returns information about a user such as their home directory. This will expand in future.

Virtual and Multiple Desktops

This is not implemented yet.

E Dialogsrro Dialogsr Dialogs

This displays very basic error dialogs right now, either as text in the console if E17 isn't ready to run 
graphically yet, or as text in a graphical dialog box. This needs to be made more robust, so it can display 
errors if it cannot find the font and images for the basic error dialog. It should also be expanded to 
support fully themed dialogs if the theme loads properly and properly supports theming of dialogs, so 
dialogs look good.

Initialization Splash Screen

This keeps the user amused while E17 starts up and launches all programs. For now it is artificially fixed 
to stay up for 4 seconds so you can enjoy its radiant splendor, as E17 starts so quickly you'd never see 
it, but in future it will stay up until the WM is all ready to go.



Configuration

Loading and saving configuration is a big task. E17 uses EET directly as its underlying layer for saving 
and loading configuration. The E17 Config system simply loads all the initial configuration values, and 
saves them when and if they change internally. It needs work to make it much simpler as many more 
config values will be added and it needs to be more efficient and loading them if they change runtime via 
a  listener  (the  number  of  listeners  needs  to  be  reduced),  so  maybe  loading  config  values  in 
sections/groups and deferring a reload in a Ecore Job would limit the reloading effects. Also declaring 
config values and how to load and declare them is required. Maybe a big table with default values, min, 
max, step, descriptions etc.

File Operations

Files need to be accessed, listed, found, examined as part of E17 running. This file has simplified, easy-
to-use functions for doing anything related to files. This file will expand over time as more file operations 
are needed.

Miscellaneous Utilities

Things that are useful in many places but do not have enough scope to have a file of their own go into 
this file.
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Enlightenment DR17
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Enlightenment 0.17 is the next generation of UNIX graphical environments. It is not just a window manager, 
but  it  is  also  a  desktop  shell.  A  desktop  shell  means,  a  window  manager  plus  a  file  manager,  plus 
configuration utilitys all in one. They are not separated as usual. Now, let's take a closer look at all E17 
features...

Extremely High Performance.

Enlightenment is fast. No, really. It's fast. It is known to run on very slow machines (like 100 Mhz CPU, 64 
MB of RAM) well. So you really don't need a modern desktop to see some eye-candy and to use a modern 
graphical  environment.  Even more  –  you  can  control  how fast  you  want  it  by  using  it's  Performance 
configuration panel to change the cache settings and more.

Eye Candy On A Higher Level

The high performance does not mean that there is no eye candy. There is eye candy that you have never 
seen before. Starting from the animated boot screen, to continue with the all animations and effects that 
themes could provide, to end up with fancy animated backgrounds. But not some huge .GIF files, but really 
nice animations. Every virtual desktop (at the moment you can have 24) can have it's own background 
(animated or not), so you can put different wallpapers on the different virtual desktops. There are a number 
of effects that can be shown when you switch from the different virtual desktops. The menus, the borders 
and all other usual parts of a normal window manager are animated as well as some of the widgets (the 
sliders, for example). Remember that those effects are provided by the theme, so every theme makes E to 
look different, with different effects, look and feel and animations.

A Desktop Shell

As we already mentioned, E17 provides a file manager as well. Of the time of writing, it is not completed 
and is  in active development (as E17 as a whole itself),  but  after it  is  finished it  will  be a very nice, 
configurable and eye candy. Even right now, you can do the basic things with it – browse, copy, move, 
delete  files.  It  will  provide  thumbnails  for  your  pictures  and  will  be  able  to  open  your  files  with  the 
coresponding application of your choice.

Configurable

E17 is highly configurable. Currently it has a nice configuration panel with 36 configuration dialogs for all 
kinds of things. You can change your wallpaper or your theme, your fonts, your screen resolution, your 
screen's power settings, your keyboard and mouse settings, the language that Enlightenment talks to you, 
and so on. You can contol almost every apsect of what E is doing and how. It will do what you want it to do.

Localized

At this moment, E17 is localized in 20 languages, including latin languages like English and French, cyrillic 
languages like Russian and Bulgarian and even Korean, Chinese, and Japanese. Note that you can change 
the language on the fly without restarting E or your X server.

http://www.enlightenment.org/p.php?p=about/dev&l=en
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Full-featured

As you already know, Enlightenment 0.17 has lots of features, but one of the most important is, that you 
can add and remove functionality by using modules. Modules are small applications that extend E17. There 
can be modules tho show you the weather outside, or calendar modules, or modules to control your volume 
or whatever you may think. Developing a module is not that hard, so, if you have programming skills, you 
are more than welcome to develop and maintain some modules for the community.

Standardized

E17 is following all needed standards and specifications. NetWM, ICCCM, XDG and so on.



EFL Overview

An overview of the Enlightenment Fountation Libraries (EFL)

The Enlightenment Foundation Libraries (EFL) are a collection of libraries that make up the foundation of the 
DR17 window manager. While their original intent was solely to support the window manager, the libraries 
quickly took on a life of their own, which is a contributing factor to the delays of the window manager itself. 
These libraries are so powerful, flexable, and easy to use that they present a strong platform on which to 
develop nearly any graphical application you could think of. 

The EFL begins with Imlib2, a general image manipulation and rendering library, and Evas, our canvas 
library.  Because Evas is  built  on several  diffrent  selectable  engines (Linux FrameBuffer,  DirectFB,  X11, 
OpenGL, QTopia, etc) the platform is extremely portable, which translates thru to all of the libraries built on 
top of it. Ecore is a modular convience library that in its base provides timers, callback functionality, and 
loop management for event handling. Ecore's various modules can simplify the setup of an X11 drawable for 
general  use  (Ecore_X11),  an  X11 drawable  for  use  with  Evas  (Ecore_Evas),  manage  IPC (Ecore_IPC), 
manage BSD Sockets (Ecore_Con), management of the FrameBuffer (Ecore_FB), and more. Because Ecore 
can simplify so many tasks that are used in conjuction with Evas it has lived up to its name as the core 
componant of nearly any EFL application. 
Edje provides a revolutionary method of absstacting every aspect of your interface from the application 
itself. By passing signals between the interface and the application all communication is done in an interface 
neutral way. No longer are "themes" simple changes of pixmaps over a fixed area. Using Embryo we can 
provide scripting ability to the interface componant itself to harness even more power and flexability. 

EWL  brings  all  the  libs  into  focus,  providing  a  complete  end-to-end  widget  library  for  fast  and  easy 
development of complex graphical applications. 

Below is a diagram of how the various componants of the EFL fit together. Because of complexity of the 
libraries and the fact that so many libraries can be used independant of other EFL libraries we have a 
diagram alittle more complex than your standard block diagram. 
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EVAS

Evas  is  a  display  canvas.  This  is  different  to  the  usual  "immediate  mode"  display  system  that  most 
programmers  are  used  to  and  exists  at  the  Xlib,  GDI  and  even  OpenGL  levels  when  doing  graphics 
programming. The difference is that the programmer has to call routines to DRAW the screen or updated 
display by drawing one operation at a time, such as draw line, paste image, draw box, paste text. When the 
screen needs an update these operations are done again by the code, normally from the bottom-most 
element in the draw to the top (painters algorithm). 

This is "immediate mode" drawing. Evas is different. It is structural by nature, so instead of drawing, you 
describe the canvas contents (or scene) in terms of primitives (images, lines, boxes, polygons, text strings 
etc.) and properties (color, stacking, size, etc.). The drawing itself is handled by the canvas, which acts as a 
state machine, not actually doing any "hard work" until the canvas's render call is executed, at which time it 
evaluates the previous and the current state and appropriately updates the screen without the programmer 
having to know how this is done.

Evas is a very core part of the EFL. It is the rendering and 
display management engine that sits under anything you 
see on a screen. It does all the work of managing display 
objects, their state, state changes, layering, rendering and 
scaling,  image  loading,  text  rendering,  update  handling, 
optimizing the display pipeline to avoid work and more.
 
It does a lot of the grunt work of display, and is portable 
beyond X. It even runs in the framebuffer directly without 
needing  X,  under  Trolltech's  Qtopia,  on  DirectFB,  can 
render  into  a  memory  buffer,  and  use  OpenGL to 
accelerate rendering. 

It is extremely flexible and very powerful, saving a lot of 
time writing repetitive drawing routines that often end up 
not performing optimally as to do so takes a lot of time, 
care and effort that most programmers would not want to 
spend,  because  it  distracts  from the  important  work  of 
making their application.

But despite all of the things that Evas can do, it is not very large. It has been kept small and lean to make it 
viable for use on NOT just heavy-weight desktops, but also on limited resource devices such as PDA's, 
mobile  phones  and Smart  phones,  Stereo  systems,  DVD Players,  PVR/DVR Systems  and more.  It  has 
already been ported to Mobile phones and PDA's, PVR/DVR systems and has proved itself capable of driving 
these displays very nicely with beautiful effects. 

The developer  does  not  have to  change how they code for  a  device  or  their  desktop as the API  and 
rendering are the same, so no special development environments or emulators are needed. This saves time 
and effort, allowing desktop and device code to be shared and maintained easily. Also since Evas hides the 
details of the devices display format, and virtualizes the display at an object level, the programmer doesn't 
need to care how to render things. They can use a standard system that is universal across all instances of 
Evas.

Evas provides alpha blending, high quality scaling of images, anti-aliased truetype text, gradients, lines, 
polygons and more. The list of supported objects is growing, and can be extended via smart objects. It has 
an interface mechanism to allow for video data to be efficiently handled (which is what Emotion exploits) 
and more.
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ECORE

Ecore is a modular group of very closely linked libraries that provide core event loop functionality  and 
related tasks. As the core event loop it provides conversion of system signals into events, to avoid having to 
have re-entrant code, handle basic file descriptor watching and passing off control to appropriate callback 
routines where needed, handling timers, idle calls, and other general program infrastructure and loop code. 
It also provides easy to use wrappers around common systems such as X, Evas (for setup and combining 
with  X),  the  frame-buffer,  configuration  management,  inter  process  communication,  socket  handling, 
client/server programming,  text  encoding conversions (e.g.  EUCJP to UTF8),  deferred job handling and 
more. This library is a big time saver and core infrastructure library that can be used to do all the basic 
things applications need to do, with minimal code and effort.
The best way to describe Ecore is as the cement between the bricks. It holds things together very nicely. In 
the later examples a lot of the setup and infrastructure are thanks to Ecore.

EDGE

Edje is one of the more unique parts of EFL, combining many things that Shockwave / FLASH can do with 
some things it can't, but instead of being designed as a player, it is designed as a slave library to be used 
by an application to enhance the applications content and display via external compressed data files. It is 
being expanded continuously, and thanks to its clean design is easy to improve. This is the theme engine 
behind  Enlightenment  0.17  and  beyond  and  at  last  formalizes  Enlightenment  themes  in  a  simple  and 
consistent manner.

A Quick list of its features:

• Scalable bitmap images
• Highly compressed in-lined images
• Lossless  and  lossy  compression  with  or 

without alpha channel 
• In-lined compressed truetype fonts 
• Multiple inbuilt font effects 
• Automatic font sizing based on size or area 
• Text compression and ellipsis based cutting 
• Rectangle objects 
• Configurable color scheme system 
• Ability  to  embed  Edje  objects  within  Edje 

objects 
• Embryo  scripting  language  for  complex 

interactions 
• Sand-boxed scripts so they cannot do much 

damage 
• Alpha blending 
• Completely  scalable  and  re-sizable  layout 

and interface metrics 
• Completely  calculated  tweened  animation 

for ultra-smooth display 

Currently Edje includes a C-like source file format (using braces and nesting similar to C syntax with XML-
like nesting) known as "EDC" files that are compiled into binary archive "EET" files that are then used by 
the Edje library for display - just like a PNG or JPEG are not "source" themselves - they are a compressed, 
machine-friendly representation of an image. The same goes for EET files. 
The plan in the long term is to provide a new version of the old Etcher tool that was produced for a 
predecessor prototype for Edje (called Ebits) which gave a user a powerful GUI tool to create such files and 
edit them. Since Edje is so much more powerful and complex than Ebits ever was, this work has not yet 
been done, but is on the drawing-board.
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EMBRYO

Embryo is a virtual machine and compiler based on the Small programming language. It has had many bugs 
fixed and a lot of portability work done to the engine and the compiler. It has been made smaller and 
simpler making it ideal for inclusion into any program wanting to use small pieces of "script logic" within a 
more complex system, but don't want to bring in the massive resources required by other languages such 
as Perl, Python, Java, Ruby, etc.

The Embryo engine is tiny. The core engine is less than 1700 lines of clean C code, with the entire virtual 
machine including basic string manipulation and math routines, headers and utility code being only 3000 
lines of code. The memory requirements for a script are about 8-16Kb of RAM, and they execute very 
quickly as they are already compiled into bytecode. 

Embryo  scripts  are  completely  sand-boxed,  so  they  cannot  access  files,  allocate  memory,  access  the 
network, control processes or do anything that hasn't been explicitly granted to them as a natively exported 
function call. Therefore an Embryo script by nature is very safe in addition to being small and very fast. The 
only damage it can do is via any function calls a program may provide to let the script interface with the 
system, and this  is  the same danger  inherent in  ALL systems. The advantage is  that  the programmer 
doesn't need to worry about problems outside of this. 

As an example of what an embryo script would look like, here is a simple recursive program with some basic 
programming constructs and operations: 

This is exported by the embryo test program so you can output results */
 native printf(format[], ...);
 
 /* in a stand-alone embryo script this is the function that is always called */
 /* first, otherwise it may work like a library where a caller program may */
 /* call specific functions */
 main()
 {
   new Float:value = randf();
   
   if (value > 0.5)
     {
        new i;
        
        for (i = 0; i < 20; i++)
          {
            printf("value = %f, i = %in", value, i);
         }
     }
   else
     {
        new val/* t;
        
        val = recurse(3);
        printf("val = %in", val);
     }
 }
 
 recurse(val)
 {
    printf("recurse... val = %in", val);
    if (val >= 10) return val;
    return recurse(val + 1);
 }
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README

Enlightenment 0.17.0 - IN DEVELOPMENT... not a RELEASE.

NOTE: Users of DR16 will need to rename the $prefix/bin/enlightenment file prior to installing DR17 or it will 
be overwritten.

You can also use the configure --prefix option to put e17 in a separate tree of its own (recommended) like:

  ./configure --prefix=/usr/local/e17

You will, as usual need to add the subsequent bin dir to your $PATH etc.

PREREQUISITES:
The following Enlightenment Foundation Libraries are required by e17:
  * eet
  * evas
  * ecore
  * embryo
  * edje
  * efreet

NOTES:
* do NOT use -mfpmath=sse in CFLAGS - we are not sure, but it may have bugds and screws up things in 
edje, evas and e17. if your gcc uses this by default (which apparently gcc4.x does on amd64), turn it off 
with a -fpmath=387 in your CFLAGS.

* your freetype2 version must be > 2.1.7

* i remember hearing of bugs with later versions of freetype on some distributions (2.1.9 and 2.1.10) with 
certain patches or missing certain patches. be aware of this as a possible font problem.



README DEBIAN

Enlightenment DR0.17
--------------------
About the menu files 
Enlightenment handles the menus the same way as gnome or kde, that means, a full compliance with the 
FDO specs.  In  order  to  have  menus,  you have  to  use  a  .menu  file.  The  enlightenment-data  package 
provides an exemple file in /etc/xdg/menus/enlightenment-applications.menu. 
If  you want  to  use it,  copy it  to  $HOME/.config/menus/applications.menu,  or  symlink  it.  You can also 
renames it to /etc/xdg/menus/applications.menu if this file does not exist yet.
Please see http://wiki.enlightenment.org/index.php/E17_and_Efreet for further information.

-- Albin Tonnerre <lut1n.tne@gmail.com>  Fri, 27 Apr 2007 01:16:17 +0200
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FDO

Enlightenment DR17 uses freedesktop.org .desktop files according to the XDG Desktop Entry Specification 
version  0.9.4,  icon  themes  according  to  the  XDG  Icon  Theme  Specification  version  0.11,  and  menus 
according to the Desktop Menu Specification version 0.92. Everything is searched for in paths specified by 
XDG Base Directory Specification version 0.6. There are some extensions and gotchas though.

Paths
The spec wants us to run gnome-config and kde-config several times at startup. This is currently #if'ed out 
and replaced with guesses. Lots of guesses is a lot quicker than actually running those programs, and often 
is good enough. The plan is to have an idle process run those programs and fix the guesses. A lot of distro 
specific quirks can be solved by adding more directories and directory snippets to the ecore_desktop_paths 
code. The process of eliminating non existing directories is quick, and only done once at start up.

.desktop
Some extension fields are defined as allowed by the specification. 

X-Enlightenment-IconPath is  used to specify  an absolute  or  relative  path  to  an icon file.  If  it  exists  it 
overrides any other icon specifications.

X-Enlightenment-IconClass is used to specify a list of icon classes. This is the same information that was 
in .eaps as app/icon/class, and is used the same way if it exists. Obviously any .desktop file that comes with 
packages outside of E is unlikely to have that field. One further twist is that if the icon classes are not found 
in edje, then icon class becomes a list of icons to search in the standard FDO way.

The standard Icon field is also treated differently. If it contains a / it is considered to be an absolute path, or 
a path relative to the location of the .desktop file. Otherwise, if no icon class was specified in the .desktop 
file, then the Icon, Exec, and Categories fields are used in that order to build an icon class. Everything but 
the Icon field is lower cased.

This means that for standard .desktop files, with out the extension fields, icons in the E theme are searched 
for first, then icons are searched for in the usual FDO way, unless the Icon field specifies a path, then it is 
simply  used  with  no  searching.  Converted  .eaps  should  just  copy  the  app/icon/class  data  to  the  X-
Enlightenment-IconClass field.

X-Enlightenment-WindowName,  X-Enlightenment-WindowTitle,  X-Enlightenment-WindowRole,  and  X-
Enlightenment-WaitExit are just the same as their namesakes in .eaps.

Icon theme
.edj files are searched for before the other types of icon file. The "icon" group is used to specify the graphics 
for the icon.  It is up to the code using the result to allow full edje interactions and animations, and people 
that write that code are encouraged to support it all.

Menus
The most complex, and thus the most problematic of the specifications. The general philosophy is to err on 
the side of caution, giving the user more apps in their menus rather than less. Even if that means some 
duplicates and some things that aren't really apps.

There is often a .hidden menu, it contains various types of things. Some of those things are supposed to be 
moved into proper menus by the menu moving part of the spec.  The menu moving code has not been 
implemented yet. Following the above philosophy, it is shown to the user.

Slackware and probably  other distros use parent style  menu merging.  Initially  I  did  not  write  code to 
support that for two reasons. The specification is confusing, and it takes some digging and cross referencing 
other specs to sort out what it actually means. The other reason is that distros available to me at the time 
for testing did not use parent style menu merging, so there was no way to test it properly. Now that I know 
of at least one distro that uses them, it's worthwhile writing the code, and installing slackware under QEMU 
for testing.



CACHE

As part of the .eap to .desktop conversion, raster wants me to redo the relevant caching to suit. He has 
made many "eap caching needs fixing" noises in the recent past, so maybe a fresh start is needed at this 
point.  
This is a discussion and design document.  Major parts of it where sent to the devel list but got no response. 
Raster said to put it in here, and keep it up to date with whatever information and design is relevant.

The problem -
It's really the E_App structure as defined in e_apps.h that may need caching, no matter what their source. I 
say "no matter what their source" because at the moment the sources are .eap files and .desktop files, and 
at some unspecified date in the future .eap files might go away.  I say "may need caching" because this is a 
fresh start, do they really need caching?

To answer that last question we need to look at all the places that use E_Apps and check to see if those 
uses are performance critical. Then we need to see how much time it takes to load an E_App from it's 
source.

Grepping through the source code shows that E_App is used in the ibar, engage, and mbar modules, plus in 
E itself.  Devilhorns tells me that mbar will be replaced, so I will ignore that for now.  HandyAndE tells me 
that the stand alone version of engage is deprecated, so I can ignore that.  Both ibar and engage essentially 
do the same things with E_App, so I'll speak about those in generic terms. I'll also try to avoid spending 
time fully  groking all  the  code that  uses E_Apps,  as I  have some time pressure here.  That's why I'm 
thinking out loud, if I miss something, other devs will point it out.

Interesting that neither entangle, nor the stand alone eapp_edit came up in the grep results.  There may be 
other things that deal with application icons in their own way. I'll ignore them for now. I know raster will say 
"engage entangle and such ar not part of corr e, ignore them".  Entangle and the stand alone eapp_edit are 
now obsolete, as they where not included in the .desktop update.

Ibar and engage both display a handful of application icons, allow the user to click on those icons to start 
the application. Ibar runs a "starting application" animation, and engage keeps track of open windows that 
belong to all applications, but tries to keep the open window icons next to the application icon if it has one 
for that  application.  I don't  know if  ibar uses the freedesktop.org startup notification spec, some other 
method, or just runs the animation for an arbitrary time. Either way, there are three operations in these 
modules that use E_Apps - show the icon, start the application, and match newly created windows with the 
E_App.

E also needs to do those three operations, and more. Menus, winlist, pager, exebuf, and borders all need to 
show the icon. Menus and exebuf need to start the application. When a window is opened, it needs to be 
matched to it's E_App to show it's icon and other things. Exebuf needs to search through all the E_Apps 
looking for matches to the partially typed in command. EFM needs to show an icon for any .eap or .desktop 
it is currently displaying, maybe needs to run the application. The built in eap editor needs to read, display, 
and save all the application icon information.

These operations fall into two distinct categories - dealing with one E_App at a time, or searching through 
all E_Apps with arbitrary search criteria. One at a time is often done in user time (the user only operates 
one icon at a time) so caching is not so important there. 
Searching through all E_Apps is an expensive operation that should be optimised as much as possible.  Note 
that I count the showing of menus as the later category, as the user may want to quickly access many sub 
menus full of E_Apps.

Since the source of the image data used for the icon can be something that needs time to decode, at the 
times when lots of icons are being used at once (exebuf and menus mostly) we probably want that image 
data cached for speed as well.  The searching through all  E_Apps can occur on data that is part of the 
original file that is the source, so an in memory search will be a lot faster than any file searching.



So the problem is - as fast as possible search through all the E_Apps, no matter what their source, and give 
access to all the information they have ,including image data. Since this is useful in the "one at a time" 
category, might as well use the same method there to.

The issues with possible solutions -
An in memory cache of all E_App information is needed.  Since the information that could be used to search 
this cache can be quite arbitrary, hashes and other such structures may not be useful. On the other hand, 
some sort of index mechanism may be useful for the most common searches, and those that need to be 
quickest.

Lets try to come up with some numbers.  The eap torture test involves over two thousand .eaps, and that's 
from a full install of SuSE 9.3 Pro. Certain distros have just as many applications, or more, and they are 
growing all the time. 120x120 pixels is probably the largest commonly used icon size, 32 bits per pixel to 
include  the  alpha  channel.  I  have  seen  .desktop  files  up  to  25  KB  in  size,  but  that  includes  all  the 
translations for name, comment, and keywords, something that is not currently stored in E_App. A much 
more common size is 2 - 4 KB, but that still mostly is for the name translations. 
Note, .desktop files only include the name of the icon, not the image data itself.  I use the .desktop files for 
this part of the discussion because they include all the non image data that is typically in an E_App. 1 KB is 
probably maximum storage requirement for non image, single translation E_App data.  That could be a 
maximum of 56 KB per E_App, and possibly 100 MB for the entire cache including image data. Ouch, no 
wonder raster suggested mmaping the cache file.

Note, this is a likely maximum for those people that install two thousand applications and like really big 
icons. I have over two thousand applications installed, and I like the icons in engage to zoom out really big. 
B-)  Typical users will require a much smaller amount of data.

The original caching strategy uses multiple caches, on a per directory basis, but still has a single cache for 
the all directory, the one with all the .eaps in it.  raster has mentioned that a single cache might be a better 
solution. With .desktop files scattered all over the place, a single cache is more desirable for searching 
purposes.

This does raise some interesting issues.  While .eap files  have in  the past  been per user,  the majority 
of .desktop files are likely to be system files, mostly unchanging, but with new ones added whenever new 
software is installed. The user can create their own, and override system ones. There is also the translations 
to deal with. Do we include only one translation in the cache?  Do we have a system cache and per user 
caches that allow overrides? Do we really need image data in the cache?  Although the freedesktop.org spec 
says that the user chooses a single icon size, in practise the various things that render icons render them at 
different sizes.

There is the cache update strategy to consider. The current one causes problems. Raster has thought about 
changing to no auto update, but with a manually triggered update. I would prefer automatic updates that 
work smoothly  and without  great  pauses  in  the operation  of  the wm, as that  gives the users  less  to 
complain about. Maybe we can make use of the thumb nailing stuff?

Answers to these questions will help choose a caching mechanism.



ecore_desktop_paths

USED BY:
     All of the ecore_desktop code.
WHEN:
     At startup.  They hardly ever change.
ISSUES:
    The use of GNOME and KDE apps to figure out some of the paths. 
    They are curently commented out, and guesses are made.
SOLUTION:
    Go with the guesses, run the apps later to correct the guesses.
    Cache the results to disk.

ecore_desktop_menu

USED BY:
    "Applications" menu and "Applications" config dialog.
WHEN:
    The menus are parsed at first startup, then manually by the dialog.
ISSUES:
    When new applications are installed, will need to update.
SOLUTION: 
    Parse them during idle time, maybe as a seperate process. Monitor relevant directories.  

        ~/.e/e/applications/menu/all is the results cached to disk.

icon themes

USED BY:
    The icon theme config dialog.
WHEN:
    When the icon theme config dialog is started.

    ISSUES:
       The actual icon theme currently in use is a small amount of info that can always be in ram, and is quick to 
       get at startup or theme change.

   It's the complete list of themes that are currently installed that can take ages to find. The list itself should 
   also be small.
SOLUTION: 
   Find them during idle time, and finish the job async when the dialog is started. Monitor the icon paths for 
   the installation of new themes. Keep them all in a hash.

    icons

USED BY:
    Whenever an E_App is displayed and others.
WHEN:
    On demand.
ISSUES:

Combined .edj and FDO searching. FDO searching can take a long time.Things that display lots of icons 
wont want to wait for all those complex searches. Searching for icons that don't exist is what takes the 
longest, as the FDO algo means we have to look through all the directories, in this theme, and the next 
theme.

SOLUTION:
e_app_icon_add() should be used everywhere, and it should register a rectangle for use by the icon. 
The caller then shows an empty icon. A thumbnailing style process then does all the searching, and does 
the fm2 bouncy icon thing when the icon is found. raster forbids this method. The results of the search 
should be cached somewhere on disk for future reference.  That needs to be nuked when the user 
changes icon theme.  Changing the icon theme currently does not update all displayed icons, it just does 
a restart like wm theme changing does. 

    
    



The X-Enlightenment-IconPath field of the .desktop file could be used for the on disk cache. 
X-Enlightenment-Icon-Theme and X-Enlightenment-Icon-TimeStamp can be used to determine if  the 
icon path  stored on disk  is  out  of  date,  or  in  a  different  theme.  An  idle  task  can go  through  all 
the .desktops in ~/.e/e/applications/all and check if the icons need updating.  The spec allows caching 
of dirs, and we can monitor just the top level icon theme directory.

.desktop files

USED BY:
    E_Apps and others.
WHEN:
    Whenever the E_App needs to be read from disk.
ISSUES:

Currently a fairly simple in memory hash of them is kept. Since each Ecore_Desktop holds a hash of the 
fields, this can be expensive in memory. Also, we would like a pre parsed binary on disk cache for the 
sheer speed.  ~/.e/e/applications/all is a directory with all of them that are for E_Apps, some are just 
links to system files. 

SOLUTION:
Remove after implementing the E_App cache then see if these still needs caching. Note that the menu 
generation probably reads the .desktop files twice each.

.order files

USED BY:
    Menus, bars, startup, restart.
WHEN:
    When displaying the menu or bar. At startup and restart.  When editing them.
ISSUES:
SOLUTION:

E_Apps

USED BY:
    Menus, bars, borders, exebuf, lots of other places.
WHEN:

Currently all read in at startup time. Should change this to an idle time task. Still need to read in them 
all near startup time though. We need all of them for searching.

a_actions searches for filename, name, generic, and exe to find an app to execute. Updates the most 
recently used list.

e_border searches for border and pid to find the border icon. The border search involves searching all 
E_Apps for win_* and exe that match the app in the border. The pid search involves searching all 
instances of all E_Apps, looking for a matching pid. Both searches update the most recently used list. 
None of this is needed for remember stuff.

e_exebuf searches/lists all apps and most recently used apps based on a partially typed in string. It 
globs name, exe, generic, and comment. When actually listing the matches, it searches for exe. 
When showing an icon for the current match, it searches exe, name, then generic. Updates the most 
recently used list.

e_zone searches for exe to find a matching E_App when it  is  executing things.  Updates the most 
recently used list.

    e_int_config_apps shows a sorted list of all apps.

    Everything else loads E_Apps by file name or directory name.  Some have .order files.



ISSUES:
The current eap caching code is not up to scratch, and the .desktop conversion didn't help.  It does hide 
some other bugs though, so that needs to be cleaned up first.

   How this all hangs together is complex.

Evas_List *_e_app_repositories;
Only contains ~/.e/e/applications/all for now.

E_App *_e_apps_all = ~/.e/e/applications/all
Currently has all the E_Apps as subbapps, but only used as if it was a single E_App. on the other hand, 
this is scanned at startup time, so is used to preload the caches.

e_apps_list = Most recently used list / all apps list.

E_App members -

E_App *parent; /* the parent e_app node */ 
e_apps.c internal 

        This is in a directory, the parent is the E_App for that directory.

    
Evas_List *subapps; /* if this a directory, a list of more E_App's */
e_apps.c internal except for _e_startup and _e_int_menus_apps_scan
This will be a directory with a .order file, subapps points to the content E_Apps.

Evas_List *references; /* If this app is in a main repository, this would be a list to other eapp pointing 
to this */e
apps.c internal
E_Apps in a repository are copied before use, this points to those copies.

E_App *orig; /* if this is a copy, point to the original */
e_apps.c internal except for _e_border_menu_cb_icon_edit
E_Apps in a repository are copied before use, this points to the original.

Evas_List *instances; /* a list of all the exe handles for executions */
e_apps.c internal except for e_zone_exec
Tracks E_Apps that are currently running.

Ecore_File_Monitor *monitor; /* Check for changes and files */
e_apps.c internal
Only E_Apps that are directories are monitored.

SOLUTION:
Start by putting all filenames in ~/.e/e/applications/all in a hash with "empty" E_Apps.  Fill the "empty" 
E_Apps during idle time, also as needed. Everytime a new .desktop file is created, add it to the hash 
and put it in the directory.

The most recently used list can be built from whatever gets used, it could actually speed things up if it 
does not contain everything, as it is usually a linear search. On the other hand, we could reuse the 
subapps of _e_apps_all as this list, since it already exists, and it doesn't care what order its subapps are 
in.

        
Executing an app can probably afford to use a slow search. Border icons could make use of bouncy icon 
thumbnailing.  e_int_config_apps can just show ~/.e/e/applications/all, but e_fm will need to know to 
sort based on visible name.  e_exebuf can also use bouncy icon thumbnailing, but may need more 
speedups for its globbing.

    Later we shall see if an on disk copy is needed.



comments on cache doc:

1.  ignore  caching  of  image  data  -  evas  already  does  that.  just  provide  file  paths  and  "keys"  if 
inside .edj/eap/eet files. don't duplicate image data or do anything "smart" as it will invariably end up 
less smart that the existing evas cache :) so don't worry about icons and their pixels - just the file 
paths/keys 

2. instead of "in memory" let's try a new idea. lets put it in a flat mmap'ed file (not eet). let's not make 
it architecture dependant (write any integers in a fixed byte order) and make it all offset based. fill the 
file with strings and indexes and fast search indexes etc. 1 big flat file for the whole cache.. the eap 
structs  themselves are "in  memory" and allocated but all  strings and "content"  are pointed to this 
mmaped file - map and unmap this file whenever needed (need to add calls that implicitly map it when 
you want to access eap struct contents and then unmap when done - refcount) and on map check the 
header of the file for some "modification count) and keep the last mod count value - if they don't match 
re-evaluate all internal tabels in the map file. re-evaluate all pointers in eap structs. always try and map 
the file to the same mem address (remember it and try map TO that addr so you don't need to do 
address fixups). if you can't map to there map to unspecified address (let mmap choose) and now keep 
trying to map to this addr from now on.
if the addr changes or the mmap file changes all eap files need a fixup of their str pointers done. so now 
you have a e_app_use() and e_app_unuse() thatg basically makes sure the apps map file is mappeed 
after a use and unmapped after an unuse (when refcount goes to 0 for the maps file - maybe with a 
timeout to avoid map thrashing). the advantage of all this is most of the time e is not accessing eapp 
data - it just has references TO them so during this time no memory is consumed by the data and no 
kernel mappings. we should bring mem use down to a tiny fraction.
this is a quick braindump... so it may need more discussion. nb – this is just a bug flat dump for all 
".desktop files" - hash it for fast lookup - have fast search hash indexes for lookup by exe, name, class 
etc. other cache files for menu structures etc. would implicitly reference data in this big fat cache.

3. on any change of .desktop files on the system or by users - rewrite the whole cache and re-fix 
pointers etc. - this shouldn't happen often.

4. same mmap setup for lookups of icon name in .desktop -> fully resolved path based on icon themes 
and inheritance. if the themes change then re-evaluate this cache.

5. .order files and menu structs can just live in the same cache.

6. all eaps can be quickyl created at startup from an all apps cache that referenced the desktop content 
cache file as above. putting it into an idel taks means on addition of new eaps all window icons need 
re-evaluation as to all  eap instances in ibar etc. etc.  - makes life  more complex (for now). maybe 
simpler on that front and better cache will work well here.

7. eap instances are created as you lanich apps - no need to cache or worry about these - the search by 
exe, win name/class etc. are what we need to worry about :)
   
8. the above should mean no need to fill  in eaps in idlers - map the "big fat desktop cache" that 
contains everything - icon paths, labels exe strings etc. when needed - fox up all  pointers in eapp 
structs if the contents or base address ever change - unmap when refcount goes to 0 (with a timeout to 
avoid thrashing).



CHANGELOG-DEBIAN

enlightenment (1:0.16.999.040+cvs20070804-1) unstable; urgency=low

  * New CVS Version

 -- Albin Tonnerre <lut1n.tne@gmail.com>  Sat, 04 Aug 2007 13:05:32 +0200

enlightenment (1:0.16.999.040+cvs20070803-2) unstable; urgency=low

  * Packaging Update

 -- Albin Tonnerre <lut1n.tne@gmail.com>  Fri, 03 Aug 2007 15:07:38 +0200
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  * New CVS Version
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  * New CVS Version
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  * New CVS Version
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enlightenment (1:0.16.999.038+cvs20070522-2) unstable; urgency=low

  * Packaging Update

 -- Albin Tonnerre <lut1n.tne@gmail.com>  Thu, 24 May 2007 23:01:31 +0200

enlightenment (1:0.16.999.038+cvs20070522-1) unstable; urgency=low

  * New CVS Version

 -- Albin Tonnerre <lut1n.tne@gmail.com>  Tue, 22 May 2007 15:33:07 +0200
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  * Packaging Update
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  * Initial Release
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TODO

<<<
Some of the things (in very short form) that need to be done to E17...
(These are in no particular order)
>>>

[[[
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  BUGS / FIXES
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* screen res change with shaded windows that are bigger than the screen (eg you go from 1600x1200 
ro 800x600 and some windows are "temporarily resized" down doesn't work right. shaded windows get 
resizes to widthx1 and unshaded windows that u then shade and unshade seem to resize win but not 
border and thus get garbage).

* shelf autohide uses mouse in/out events for the shelf object. this is not all good as it conflicts with 
edge flip for desktops (if shelves slide off the screen) also it doesn't account for window placement and 
sizing when the shelf is hidden so you cant maximize to the now available region when the shelf hides. i 
think hiding needs to be done noutside of the theme and by the shelf itself. e will still emit signals to let 
the theme do things, but e will also handle the hide/show based on a unified edge mouse event trap or 
trap on the region the shelf would normally be in. also need a way to lock the gadcon and thus gadcon 
asks shelf to lock in (stay visible) for things like popping up menus, popups etc.

* shelves seem to get confused with their contents if you have 3 shelves over 2 screens/zones - when 
you go back to 1 screen form 2, one of the shelves gts the contents from the now non-existant shelf.

* gkrellm options to "dont show in pager or taskber" only work if gkrellem is moved to one monitor and 
back again - doesn't seem to work on e boot/start if it is started at e start time

* pane flip animation doesn't work right - left screen slides diagonally instead of in a straight line 

* exebuf on other zones doesn't allow mouse to work properly (only zone/screen 0 works properly)

* Need global unique identifier for gadcons, so that their config will move with them from one shelf to 
another.
]]]

[[[
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ESSENTIAL FEATURES
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* after creating a background with the bg config dialog, we need to be able to change its properties 
(stretch, tile, center, etc...)

* fm2 removable devices seem to be mounted as root, not user, thus no write 

* fm2 theme needs to not suck

* fwin initial placement needs to be near icon that spawned the fwin

* fm2 custom icon view mode needs to have cleanup, align etc.

* fm2 custom icon view mode initial placement needs some fixing – better placement, more efficient 
etc.

* fm2 fwin needs options for view mode

* fm2 needs a way to specify a multiplier, explicit size or "use original icon" config per icon and per dir, 
as well as globally.



* fm2 should remember scroll pos per dir

* fwin should have option to display full path in window

* fm2 thumbnails - should display an icon while generating thumb

* fm2 needs to be able to handle signals from the fm fwin theme wallpaper and overlay - to exec or do 
things (eg go to parent, close, refresh, top, bottom)

* fm2 on desktop needs option to turn off and select which dir on which zone

* fm2 needs to show icons again if drag was aborted

* fm2 needs to handle dnd of e apps too

* need a default desktop dir & file setup

* fm2 needs to auto-scroll if dnd hovers on edge of fm2 for a while

* fm2 needs spring-loaded folder opens

* fm2 needs to be able to specify dir customisations other than magic dot file

* fm2 needs rubber band select in icon mode

* fm2 needs to display symlink info on files somehow

* fm2 needs to display more than 1 file being dragged (if more than 1 is being dragged) & fm2 needs to 
drag other files in mult-drag to the right location

* fm2 needs a way of mapping a internal e actions to do based on mime or extension (like add as 
wallpaper etc.)

* fm2 needs a way to bypass thumb gen anim on just a unrealize/realize as well  as change state 
instantly if it already was selected

* fm2 needs to not unrealize then re-realize on re-sort/arrange - keep objects around.

* fm2 needs a mime/extension/glob filter

* dnd needs to do xdnd properly.

* language packs: need to have a tool to load/setup a language pack (which means .mo compiled files 
from a .po, an optional font and a config file that specifies the locale and font) and then install the 
font(s) either as a user or superuser, and the .mo in the system or a user locales dir.

* finish off icccm support

* finish complete netwm support

* add a "taskbar" module

* add cpu load module

* add setup/install wizard to seed .desktop files etc. etc.

* finish clientinfo dialog for borders (netwm props etc. etc.)

* gui config dialogs for all config

* make it possible to disable border buttons/actions (tell theme what is disabled) like close, maximize, 
etc. etc. buttons.
]]]



[[[
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  CLEANUPS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* make e internal windows (config panel, dialogs, config windows etc.) use special border styles by 
default

* accidental DND removals of icons from ibar - make it harder by not removing if you do not drag it far 
enough away (put the icon back where it was).

* e app editor needs to be able to let users select what mime types that app can handle :)

* emit more signals to window borders when window move starts, stops, resize starts, stops, on raise, 
lower, etc. etc.

* remove a lot of ipc commands that should be done via the gui now 

* remove config items marked for removal

* about dialog can do with redesign

* desklock's pam profile should be configurable as system-auth doesn't always work and the fallback 
checks might not work either.

* If a user has set a border type on a window, don't bother to check for changes in properties to change 
the border based on prop changes.

* need to audit, namespace and expand text and color classes

* need to specify what is NEEDED from a  theme, what is  optional (in terms of parts, groups and 
signals). etc.

* winlist  could divide windows up into blocks - sub-lists  within a container per desktop (with stick 
windows considered to live on the "current" desk when winlist starts)

* make it easy for modules to hook into ipc and extend it for themselves

* e_color_dialog needs to have an area for favorite and recently selected colors. store in config and use 
ilist? or store as color files and use e_fm2? or custom widget?

* virtualize e_bg to be able to put a bg in any canvas (given any desktop config input) and return an 
object.

* desktop flip animations need to allow control over accel/decel and have a better ui - add wobble and 
controls etc. etc.

* internal windows (config dialogs, etc) should re-open after a restart

* order / menu editing dialogs (e_int_config_apps.c) need to allow re-sorting the list of desktops
]]]



[[[
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  "NICE TO HAVE" FEATURES
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* insets in shelf needs to rottate with shelf

* a way for modules to add config panel items

* a way for external apps to register config panel items (and be executed)

* option for svg icon render resolution size

* for startup - apps that say "wait for me befofe running the next app" have a timeout so if they never 
complete - complain and continue anyway.

* nice to have a menu item for a window for "add keyboard shortcut to run this app" would be nice 
usability

* emit signal to submenu entries if they have a submenu shown for them or not 

* setup configs for gnome and kde (as options) if they are installed (eg run gnome-settings-daemon).

* check evas engine can work on a given screen before using it 

* add non-opaque move/resize (use shaped windows with canvases etc.)

* add "osd" subsystem for things like volume controls on keybboards, etc. that overlay the screen

* pager should be able to be configured to control more than the current zone (select which zone they 
control)
]]]

[[[
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  OPTIMISATIONS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* add evas pre/post render callbacks per evas canvas and callbacks per object for pre/post render too

* optimize clock theme (speed/cpu) (rotation in edje??? or evas???)

* evas could detect an image is scaled multiple times and keep a scaled copy that it could share in 
cache, and then punt the original back to cache.

* evas could support 8bbp alpha only images for dropshadow

* on disk app cache for .desktop files, icons and paths

* new fm2 code's file scanning isn't insanely fast - icon size calcs etc. speed up for special cases like list 
view?

* new fm2 code re-lays-out a dir every time the queue is processed - maybe try to speed this up
]]]



BUGS

From: Kim Woelders <kim@woelders.dk>
To: enlightenment-devel@lists.sourceforge.net
Subject: Re: [E-devel] Re: bugs with iconification/deiconification in e17.
Date: Fri, 02 Dec 2005 19:14:46 +0100
Sender: enlightenment-devel-admin@lists.sourceforge.net

Carsten Haitzler (The Rasterman) wrote:
> On Fri, 02 Dec 2005 09:19:20 +0200 <vkojouharov@gmail.com>
> babbled:
> 
> 
>>On Thu, 2005-12-01 at 18:26 +0100, Kim Woelders wrote:
>>
>>>Carsten Haitzler (The Rasterman) wrote:
>>>
>>>>On Wed, 30 Nov 2005 19:44:37 +0200
>>>><vkojouharov@gmail.com> babbled:
>>>
>>>...
>>>
>>>>>The other app is with deiconifying a window. Some programs (actually, 
>>>>>only alltray comes to mind right now) use xlib to do the whole
>>>>>iconification thing. For the alltray instance, it seems to use
>>>>>XSetWMHints, set the state to NormalState, and basically that's it. And
>>>>>it seems to work for a lot of window managers too, so that must be a
>>>>>proper way to do it. But that doesn't work for e17, and the window stays
>>>>>iconified.
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>e waits for a map request. it doesnt respond to a change in hints for a
>>>>map. we can make it do so though :) i will write these down in the TODO.
>>>>
>>>
>>>I don't think a client can deiconify by changing a hint. e16 doesn't but
>>>does work with alltray. The normal way is to map the client window. In
>>>some cases clients send a _NET_ACTIVE_WINDOW message, but IIRC always to
>>>deiconify some other client as in tasklist and pager type 
>>
>>I'm just curious here, what does alltray use to deiconify a window? cuz
>>that's the only relevant thing I could find in the code
> 
> 
> it prbably SHOULD use XMapWindow() or XMapRaised()
> 
After having taken a peek at what is does in e16.8 on "alltray xterm",
the short version is that it uses XMapWindow() to map the client (which
actually is an alltray window containing the reparented real client)
first time. After that, when having been iconified, it sends a
_NET_ACTIVE_WINDOW client message to deiconify.

/Kim



dj2 raster, heres an interesting bug for you
dj2 i have twinview setup on my box
dj2 i can move the mouse between the 2 heads and e17 sees tehm as 2 heads
dj2 (2 pages etc)
dj2 if i try to drag a window between the 2 heads (say from left to right)
the mouse will lmove as expected
dj2 but when the window hits the right edge of the left monitor it will
appear again off the left edge of the left monitor
dj2 tho the mouse is now on the right monitor
raster xdpyinfo
raster see how many screens u have
raster screen #0:...
raster is there a screen #1 ?
dj2 number of screens: 2
dj2 yea screen #0 and screen #1

NB: in multihead if the mouse exits a screen during move or resize – either disallow it (warp back to 
previous position ) or limit resize/move

From: Daniel Kasak <dkasak@nusconsulting.com.au>
To: enlightenment-devel@lists.sourceforge.net
Subject: [E-devel] Crasher ... switch to an app that's closing
Date: Mon, 20 Mar 2006 11:07:12 +1100
Sender: enlightenment-devel-admin@lists.sourceforge.net

Hi all.

I have a sort-of reproducible bug.
If you try to switch to an app which is in the process of shutting down, and you do it at *just* the right 
moment, Enlightenment-0.17 will crash.
I've done this only about 3 times over probably more than a year of usage.

This particular time, I hit the 'close' button on a vmware-player window. When this app gets the close 
signal, it actually minimises itself, and then proceeds to shutdown ( which includes saving the current 
VM state, which takes a while, hence the minimising first ). 
After hitting close, I went to switch to another app by middle-clicking on the desktop, but I missed the 
other app, and hit vmware-player accidentally. Then everything came down in a heap :)

Sorry I don't have any debugging info.
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